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The Elite Jets team expects more management contracts.

Dubai-based Elite Jets has brought a
Falcon 900DX on stream for charter.
“I am extremely pleased with the
aircraft,” says Ammar Balkar, board
member, president and ceo. The
company, which plans to bring a
Falcon 7X into service within weeks,
also operates a CJ3, a 850XP, a G450
and a Falcon 900B.

Balkar says: “The 900DX is an
advanced large-size, wide-body
business jet with intercontinental
range that embodies the best of
Falcon Jets characteristics – long
range, acclaimed cabin comfort and
remarkable versatility – with unique
safety and performance features. It
exempli�es excellence in travel for
the corporate vip or leisure traveller.”

He says the 900DX comes with
top-of-the-range facilities, three-
engine con�guration and the latest
avionics technology o�ered by the
EASy �ight deck. 

“The 900DX doesn’t have the
limitations or restrictions other jets
have and it can go where other
aircraft cannot,” says Balkar. “It is

approved to land or depart at London
City airport and it performs well,
especially in hot weather zones. Thus,
you’ll have access to many smaller
airports, which is especially valuable
on multi-sector trips. Also the three-
engine con�guration not only gives
you added peace of mind on long
routes over water, but it’s simply a
smarter way to �y.”

The 900DX, he says, comfortably
seats 13 passengers with the latest in-

�ight amenities. “It has an interior
that is signi�cantly more comfortable
than other jets in its class. The long
cabin, with plenty of stand-up head
room, allows you to move about with
ease, stretch out and relax or work in
comfort with increased productivity,
or sleep soundly as you travel the
globe. The interior’s privacy and
comfort are really invaluable on
lengthy missions where passengers
need to be well rested for work upon
arrival. In short, it is an environment
which makes travel both pleasurable
and productive.”

Balkar says other advantages
include speed. “For example, the
900DX can �y from London to Boston
in seven hours �at. With a range of
4,100 nm it connects continents with
ease and can comfortably cross both
the Atlantic and Paci�c oceans.”

With only eight passengers
onboard the 900DX can travel up to
eight hours, non-stop, from Dubai 
to destinations including Singapore,
Taiwan, Seoul or Beijing;
Johannesburg or Durban in South

Africa; and Casablanca, Marrakesh or
Lagos. “It can reach all Scandinavian
capitals as well as Dublin in Ireland
and St Petersburg and Novosibirsk in
Russia. With only one stop, the Falcon
900DX from Dubai can reach
destinations such as New York via
Shannon or Rio de Janeiro via Lagos.
Also of great interest to our clients
from Saudi Arabia will be the 
aircraft range from Jeddah, for
example all the way up to Moscow,
Singapore, Bangkok, Cape Town or
even Sierra Leone non-stop without
having to refuel.”

Established in January 2004, Elite
Jets is now owned by a group of
businessmen from the UAE and
Jordan with the JML Group having a
49% stake and is based at Dubai
airport free zone.

Balkar says the 7X will be based in
Dubai and available for charter
starting mid-November serving the
demand of business travellers
between Asia, the Middle East and
Europe. “Other aircraft management
agreements are under negotiations.”

Dubai’s Elite Jets brings two more Falcons into
service and enhances long haul capability
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Ammar Balkar: more Falcons.

Bristow Group Inc has ordered three
AW139 medium twins for o�shore
transport missions with options for
additional acquisitions. The company
says that the AW139 o�ers good
performance, low operating costs, an
ergonomic cockpit, excellent handling
characteristics and low vibration levels
that signi�cantly reduce pilot fatigue
and enhance comfort.

Last year Bristow Helicopters
invested more than £70 million in a
�eet of six S92s to service North Sea 
oil and gas installations out of
Shetland in Scatsta.

Tim Rolfe, chief training captain
S92, Bristow European Operations,
says: “The �eet has been making up to
90 trips a week with the aircraft which
have been designed with the highest
levels of safety and performance in
mind. The ‘stand-up’ cabin ceiling

height of 1.83m and the increased
baggage capacity are bene�ting clients
and passengers who now enjoy the
bonus of separate heating, vent and air
conditioning systems providing them
with fresh air from above while
keeping them warm.”

Rolfe says: “Being part of the
introduction of the S92 into the
Bristow UK �eet has been an
extremely satisfying experience, both
personally and professionally. Our

crews and engineers faced several
signi�cant challenges in the early
stages, all of which were met with
enthusiasm and professionalism. The
process meant enhancing our
relationships with the aircraft
manufacturer, Sikorsky, their training
provider FlightSafety International
and our then joint venture partners
Norsk Helicopters (now Bristow
Norway) who had been through a
similar introduction with the 
S92 previously.

“We have learnt much to date and
are fully aware of how much more
there is to learn – it’s all part of the
excitement of being involved in such a
challenging process. The next exciting
phase is just around the corner – the
commissioning of our own S92
simulator in our brand new training
facility in Aberdeen.”

Bristow: £70 million investment.

Bristow acquires AW139 after successful
o�shore missions with the S92

Multi�ight, based at Leeds Bradford
in the UK, has gained valuable
publicity after sponsoring motor
racing star Jon Lancaster.

Lancaster from Calverley, Leeds,
took his maiden World Series Renault
victory winning the �rst two races at
Portimao in the Algarve. He held o� a
�erce challenge from Bertrand
Baguette and Jaime Alguersuari.

Steve Borrowdale, Multi�ight md,
says: “This was a great win for him
and everyone here at Multi�ight is
delighted with his progress in the
World Series.”

Multi�ight has sponsored
Lancaster since 2007, when he
competed in the Eurocup Formula
Renault 2.0, the global single-seater
racing series which has been the
stepping stone into F1 for many
drivers including Kimi Raikkonen,
Felipe Massa and Scott Speed. 

Lancaster: winning publicity.

Multi�ight
enjoys racing
star’s success

The UK’s West Midlands Police air
support unit is bringing an EC135 into
service to temporarily replace a
helicopter destroyed by an arson
attack until a new aircraft can be
delivered in the summer of 2010.

Eurocopter announced at Helitech
2009 at the UK’s Imperial War Museum
near Duxford that it had provided the
temporary aircraft, which features a
mission pod, at short notice. West
Midlands police reported that
neighbouring forces had been helping
out with aerial support in the interim
while it was without a helicopter.

Helitech’s static display featured 
42 rotary aircraft including the new
EC135P2i of Su�olk Police and the
Metropolitan Police air support 
unit’s EC145. Sue Bradshaw, the
event’s exhibition director, says
thousands attended with this year’s
event attracting more than 200
exhibiting companies from 21
di�erent countries.

Sikorsky presented a ceremonial
cheque to the RAF Museum, in
addition to donating an MH-53. Sergei
Sikorsky handed over the cheque.

Police deploy
substitute EC135
after arson attack
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With rich, in-depth information, BPA audits also provide advertisers, agencies and media owners with audience insights that they can turn into  
competitive advantage. For media buyers and owners all over the world, BPA helps turn assurance and insight into advantage.

www.BPAWW.com

By advertising in a BPA-audited publication, you know the content is verified by an  
independent 3rd-party who makes sure your hard work doesn’t end up in the trash.

Ever Wonder why the “other guys”  

crumble the facts?

BPA Worldwide is the global industry resource for verified audience data and media knowledge. BPA delivers consumer and business media audits of  
unsurpassed rigor, objectivity, accuracy, transparency and timeliness—audits that provide solid assurance for both media owners and media buyers.  

With rich, in-depth information, BPA audits also provide advertisers, agencies and media owners with audience insights that they can turn into  
competitive advantage. For media buyers and owners all over the world, BPA helps turn assurance and insight into advantage.

BPA Worldwide
House Ad Contest Winners
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For years, our members have been running 
creative and interesting ads in their magazines 
or newspapers to promote the value of the BPA 
Worldwide audit and their investment made in 
maintaining a quality product. 

That sparked the idea to have a competition and 
host members’ house ads on our website. The 
winners receive $1,000 in future BPA services 
and a plaque commemorating their ad.

On behalf of all of us at BPA, we extend appre-
ciation to all of the media owners who have par-
ticipated in our annual House Ad contests.The 
creativity and messaging of the ads continues to 
be terrific. It is our hope publishers will continue 
to utilize their house ads as they promote the 
value of audited media to advertisers and media 
buyers around the globe. We strongly encour-
age all of our members and applicants to use the 
ideas contained within this e-book to promote 
your own brands and the value of BPA-audited 
data.

Regards, 

Glenn Hansen
President & CEO
BPA Worldwide

About this Book
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6th House Ad
Competition
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First Place Winner

Babcox Media Inc.
Akron, OH

United States of America
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5th House Ad
Competition
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Grand View Media Group
St Johnsbury, VT

United States of America

First Place Winner

Eeny, meeny, miny, moe ...
We take the guesswork out of the advertising. Being a 
BPA-audited publication should make you feel safe and 
secure with us. As an independent 3rd party, BPA validates 
their data so you will know that the figures add up.  
Why take a risk?

Verify. Validate. Celebrate.
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Grand View Media Group
St Johnsbury, VT

United States of America

Second Place Winner

Are You Hitting 
Your Target?

Being a BPA-audited publication guarantees you will hit the 
mark. As an independent 3rd party, BPA validates their data 
so you will know that the figures add up ... 

Making the bullseye  
that much easier to hit.  
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Grand View Media Group
St Johnsbury, VT

United States of America

Third Place Winner

What you see is what you get.

BPA audited publications don’t hide behind  
smoke and mirrors. Instead, these brands offer  
data verified by an independent third party  
so you know it reflects what you pay for.

Invest wisely.

Photo iStock | David Sucsy
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

STUNG!STUNG!
DON’T GET

VERIFY.
VALIDATE.
CELEBRATE.

By choosing a BPA-audited 
publication you can be sure that 
you’re getting what you pay for. As an 
independent 3rd party, BPA validates 
all data so that you don’t get stung 
by deception. 

BPAGVMGFPAD2015.indd   1 3/12/15   4:58 PM
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

In any good business relationship, “Trust is everything”.
By advertising in a BPA-audited publication, you know the content is verified by
an independent 3rd party who makes sure you don’t fall prey to false information.

Verify.
Validate.
Celebrate.

DON’T
FALL
PREY

GVMG_BPA_AD_WOLF.indd   1 3/19/15   5:00 PM
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

VERIFY. 
VALIDATE. 
CELEBRATE.

Would you 
drink milk 

without 
knowing its 

expiration 
date?

No? 
Then why trust 

anyone who isn’t 
BPA-audited? 

By advertising in a BPA-audited publication, you know that what 

you’re being shown is verified by an independent 3rd party who 

makes sure your company doesn’t taste like sour milk.
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

DON’T GET 
“BITTEN” BY THE 

COMPETITION.
You don’t have to worry about that 

with a BPA-audited publication. Their 
independent, 3rd-party auditing 

company validates the data to make 
sure you’re not walking dead.

VERIFY. 

VALIDATE. 

CELEBRATE.

SURVIVE
CAN YOU

WITHOUT BPA?

Survive copy 3.indd   1 3/20/15   2:11 PM
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America
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THINGS DIDN’T TURN 
OUT RIGHT LAST TIME?
As an Independent 3rd party, BPA audits grab the Bull 
by the horns and wrestles all of the facts straight so you 
don’t worry about things turning south.

VERIFY.
VALIDATE.

CELEBRATE.

www.bpaww.com

Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America
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VERIFY.
VALIDATE.

CELEBRATE.

DID YOU GET HALF OF 
WHAT YOU EXPECTED?
As an Independent 3rd party, BPA audits grab the Bull 
by the horns and wrestles all of the facts straight so you 
get the whole picture and don’t end up with surprises.

www.bpaww.com

Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America
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DON’T GET  
LED BY THE NOSE ...

As an Independent 3rd party, BPA audits will 
not mislead you. We look at everything head on 
so you can keep your nose clean.

VERIFY.
VALIDATE.
CELEBRATE.

www.bpaww.com

Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

www.BPAWW.com

By advertising in a BPA-audited publication, you know the content is verified by an  
independent 3rd-party who makes sure your hard work doesn’t end up in the trash.

Ever Wonder why the “other guys”  

crumble the facts?

BPA Worldwide is the global industry resource for verified audience data and media knowledge. BPA delivers consumer and business media audits of  
unsurpassed rigor, objectivity, accuracy, transparency and timeliness—audits that provide solid assurance for both media owners and media buyers.  

With rich, in-depth information, BPA audits also provide advertisers, agencies and media owners with audience insights that they can turn into  
competitive advantage. For media buyers and owners all over the world, BPA helps turn assurance and insight into advantage.
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

VERIFY. 
VALIDATE. 
CELEBRATE.

Then why 

trust anyone 

who isn’t 

BPA-audited? 

By advertising in a BPA-audited publication, you know that what you’re 

being shown is verified by an independent 3rd party who makes sure 

your company is trustworty.

Would you 
trust this 
“certified 
doctor”  to 
operate on 
you?

No? 

I’m a doctur.
Trust me.
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

Soar above the “Other Guys” with BPA.
By advertising with a publication that is audited by a 3rd party,
you can rise above the competition and fly to success.
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Produce News
Oradell, NJ

United States of America

CONTACT YOUR PRODUCE NEWS REPRESENTATIVE • EMAIL: BRICKER@THEPRODUCENEWS.COM • 201-986-7990

Would you buy a car 
without a warranty?

WHY BUY AN AD WITHOUT AN AUDIT?

A circulation audit is your “buyer protection plan”

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

www.bpaww.com 

The Produce News 
800 Kinderkamack Road 
Suite 100 
Oradell, NJ 07649 
Tel. No.: (201) 986-7990 
FAX No.: (201) 986-7996 
www.theproducenews.com 
 
 
 

CHANNELS 

BRAND REPORT 
FOR THE 6 MONTH PERIOD ENDED JUNE 2014 

No attempt has been made to rank the information contained in this report in order of importance,  
since BPA Worldwide believes this is a judgment which must be made by the user of the report. 

THE PRODUCE NEWS is a B2B brand intended for individuals with broad based interest in 
the produce industry.  The brand content and editorial scope of the publications includes 
news and industry comment, in depth technical articles, industry round-up and special 
features.  The content of every issue is also available to subscribers globally via the online 
digital version. 

THE PRODUCE NEWS serves the fresh fruit and vegetable industry including retailers, 
broker/ wholesalers, grower/shippers, foodservice distributors and transportation, as well as 
others allied to the field.  
 
 
  
Qualified recipients are titled and non-titled personnel in the fresh fruit and vegetable 
industry and those allied to the field.  
 
 
 

DEFINITION OF RECIPIENT QUALIFICATION

FIELD SERVED

Below are the Average contacts per occurrence, including frequency per period reported 

 Non-Paid Paid Average 

THE PRODUCE NEWS (13 issues in the period) 11,507 1,416 12,923 

 
 

 

 

13 Issues in the period 
12,923 average circulation 

THE PRODUCE              
NEWS  

 

THE PRODUCE NEWS CIRCULATION AUDITPRODUCE BUSINESS CIRCULATION AUDIT

**see next page

Bumper-to-bumper  
coverage.

Sold in  
“as is” condition.

More individual audited buyer  
subscriptions for 60% less cost

CIRCULATION ANALYSIS AND INDIVIDUAL BUYER
ADVERTISING COST-PER-THOUSAND

The Produce News
The Packer & Produce BusiNess

AUDITED INDIVIDUAL BUYER SUBSCRIBERS – JUNE 2014 BPA CIRCULATION AUDITS

Category The Packer The Produce News Produce Business

Retail 8,050 6,210 0**

Wholesaler / Broker 1,052 3,043 0**

Foodservice 1,401 1,084 0**

Sub Total 10,503 10,337 0**

“Multi Copy Same
Addressee” -1,220* 0 0**

Individual Buyer Subs 9,283 10,337 0**

CONCLUSION: The Produce News offers more individual audited buyer subscribers. 
The Produce News carries no “multi copy same addressee” subscriptions.

AUDITED ADVERTISING COST PER THOUSAND INDIVIDUAL BUYER SUBSCRIPTIONS

The Packer $7,360 ÷ 9.283 thousand individual audited buyers =  $792 buyer CPM

Produce Business $4,585 ÷ 0 thousand individual audited buyers = $N/A buyer CPM**

The Produce News $2,990 ÷ 10.337 thousand individual audited buyers = $289 buyer CPM

CONCLUSION: The Produce News offers more individual audited buyers at a CPM that is  
63% less than the Packer. 

FULL PAGE BLACK AND WHITE ADVERTISING RATES

The Packer $7,360

Produce Business $4,585

The Produce News $2,990

CONCLUSION: The Produce News offers a full page rate that is 60% less than the Packer. 
The Produce News offers a full page rate that is 35% less than Produce Business.

* Circulation includes 1,220 “multi copy same addressee” subs, according to 
paragraph 3c of June 2014 BPA Audit.  ** Circulation not audited.

Targeting grower-shippers? We reach 28% more grower-shippers than The Packer...2,155 vs 1,551.
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4th House Ad
Competition
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

First Place Winner
Things aren’t always what 
they seem…

Don’t fall for the “Other Guy’s” bait and switch tactics. By advertising 
in a BPA-audited publication, you know that what you’re being shown 
is verified by an independent 3rd party who makes sure your company 
doesn’t get sunk by fishy data.

Verify. Validate. Celebrate.
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Second Place Winner

American Academy of Pediatrics
Elk Grove Village, IL 

United States of America

AAP News™ is the official newsmagazine of the American Academy of Pediatrics. It is the trusted 
source of information on vaccines, industry news, practice tips, product recalls, and other pediatric  
and Academy news. Every issue of AAP News is audited by BPA WorldwideSM—the global industry 
resource for verified audience data and media knowledge. 

Trust us.
This baby is audited.

58,998* Total  
Qualified Circulation
* BPA Worldwide, circulation statement 
for the 6-month period ended June 2011.
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Third Place Winner

Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

VERIFY. 

VALIDATE. 

CELEBRATE.

YOU DON’T NEED AN APP FOR THAT!
As an independent, 3rd-party auditing company, 

BPA Worldwide makes sure that it’s not only your phone that’s smart.

smartphone.indd   1 9/28/12   10:05 AM
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Abu Dhabi Week
Abu Dhabi

United Arab Emirates
CERTIFIED BY

WHEREVER YOU ARE, 
YOU CAN BE SURE YOU’RE NOT FAR 
FROM A COPY OF ABU DHABI WEEK 

THANKS TO THE BPA WE KNOW THAT ABU DHABI WEEK IS
 
The biggest single publication in the capital
The magazine with the largest circulation in the whole of the UAE
Abu Dhabi’s most popular read – more than all the major publications combined!

WITH A BPA AUDITED CIRCULATION OF 85,659 
ABU DHABI WEEK IS THE UAE’S NUMBER 1 MAGAZINE abudhabiweek.ae

ed!

abudhabiweek.ae
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American Academy of Pediatrics
Elk Grove Village, IL

United States of America

Pediatrics® is the official journal of the American Academy of Pediatrics and the world’s leading 
pediatrics resource. It is the most cited journal in the field and among the top 100 most cited journals 
in all of science and medicine. Every issue of Pediatrics is audited by BPA WorldwideSM—the global 
industry resource for verified audience data and media knowledge. 

Trust us.
This baby is audited.

55,827* Total  
Qualified Circulation
* BPA Worldwide, circulation statement 
for the 6-month period ended June 2011.
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America

WE REPORT THE

FACTS.

At Angie’s List Magazine, accountability and accuracy take 
top priority as we cover the consumer issues you care about. 

As part of that mission, Angie’s List Magazine is audited by BPA 
Worldwide, opening its records annually to independent verification 
and documentation of its consumer magazine circulation data. 

INFORMATION YOU CAN

TRUST.

In teg r i ty. 

Transparency.

Cred ib i l i ty.
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America

AT ANGIE’S LIST MAGAZINE, accountabil ity and accuracy take 
top priority as we cover the consumer issues you care about. 
As part of that mission, Angie’s List Magazine is audited by BPA 
Worldwide, opening its records annually to independent verif ication 
and documentation of its consumer magazine circulation data.

Information you can trust.
INTEGRITY. TRANSPARENCY. CREDIBILITY. 

WE REPORT THE FACTS.
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America

AT ANGIE’S LIST MAGAZINE, accountabil ity and accuracy take 
top priority as we cover the consumer issues you care about. 
As part of that mission, Angie’s List Magazine is audited by BPA 
Worldwide, opening its records annually to independent verif ication 
and documentation of its consumer magazine circulation data.

Information you can trust.
INTEGRITY. TRANSPARENCY. CREDIBILITY. 

DON’T LET YOUR NEXT CONTRACTOR
BE A JACK IN THE BOX.

WE REPORT THE FACTS.
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America

AT ANGIE’S LIST MAGAZINE , 
accountabi l i ty and accuracy take top 
priority as we cover the consumer issues 
you care about. As part of that mission, 
Angie’s List Magazine is audited by BPA 
Worldwide, opening its records annually to 
independent verif ication and documentation 
of its consumer magazine circulation data.Information you can trust.

I N T E G R I T Y .

T R A N S PA R E N C Y.

C R E D I B I L I T Y . 

BOB JONES
SPECIALIST(888) 555-8888

HERE’S THEIR NUMBER.
CALL THEM, MAYBE?
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America

WE REPORT THE FACTS.

Some companies
go to great lengths

to cover up the truth…

AT ANGIE’S LIST MAGAZINE, accountability and accuracy take top priority 
as we cover the consumer issues you care about. As part of that mission, Angie’s List 
Magazine is audited by BPA Worldwide, opening its records annually to independent 
verification and documentation of its consumer magazine circulation data.

Information you can trust.
INTEGRITY. TRANSPARENCY. CREDIBILITY. 
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America

We do the hard work.
At Angie’s List Magazine, accountability and accuracy take top priority 

as we cover the consumer issues you care about.

As part of that mission, Angie’s List Magazine is audited by BPA 
Worldwide, opening its records annually to independent verification 

and documentation of it’s consumer magazine circulation data.

 
Integrity. Transparency. Credibility. 

Information you can trust. 
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America

WE REPORT THE FACTS
At Angie’s List Magazine, accountability and accuracy take top 

priority as we cover the consumer issues you care about.

As part of that mission, Angie’s List Magazine is audited by BPA 
Worldwide, opening its records annually to independent verification 

and documentation of it’s consumer magazine circulation data.

The doctor 
was a great 

listener.

We had a 
tree down. 
They came 
in a flash.

Quick, 
fast 

service.

I would 
use 

them 
again.

Way more 
expensive than 

they quoted me. I called 3 times 
and no one ever 

returned my calls.

Best decision 
to join Angie’s List. 

I’ve saved so much. So rude!

 
Integrity. Transparency. Credibility. 

Information you can trust. 
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America

Don’t Roll
      the Dice

Integrity. Transparency. Credibility. 

Information you can trust.
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

No impersonator can ever take  
the place of the real thing.

Verify. Validate. Celebrate.

Your advertisers know when  
they see “BPA Audited” on your 
circulation statement, you are  
not some cheap, polyester suit 
imposter.  They know that you  
are indeed the King of circulation.
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

Verify. Validate. Celebrate.

You’ve heard the saying “there 
are other fish in the sea…”

When it comes to proven integrity, accuracy, and accountability, 
there is only one fish in the circulation sea and that’s BPA Worldwide.
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

By being a BPA audited publication,  
your advertisers know you are not  
pulling the wool over their eyes.
Verify. Validate. Celebrate.
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Stamats Business Media
Cedar Rapids, IA

United States of America

This is why we invest in the BPA Brand Audit.

With unparalleled access to all the media channels our audience is engaged  

with – your buying decision just got easier. No other B2B Brand in the commercial 

building/facilities management marketplace gives you this much detail on their 

online, print and digital audience.

If you want to reach professionals who are more actively engaged  - BUILDINGS 

and the BPA Brand Report will help you define the best places to spend your 

dollars wisely and reach the audience you want.

We are more than just a magazine.
So you need more than just a circulation statement.

Digital Editions Buildings VIP Online

Print

E-Newsletters
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Stamats Business Media
Cedar Rapids, IA

United States of America

So you need more than just a  
BPA Circulation Statement.

That’s why we invest in the BPA Brand Report.

With unparalleled access to all the media channels our audience is 
engaged with—your buying decision just got easier. No other B2B 
Brand in the commercial interior design marketplace provides this 
much detail on their online, print and digital audience. 

If you want to reach design professionals, who are more actively 
engaged in commercial interior design, Interiors & Sources will help 
you define the best places to spend your dollars wisely and target 
the audience you want—online or in print. 

E-Newsletters

Online Digital Edition

Print

Interiorssources® Exce l lence  
i n Commerc ia l 
Des ign

a u g u s t  2 0 1 2

retail + branding

The Next Generation of Puma

Setting Up (a Pop-Up) Shop

Pick Your Retail Dream Team

We are more than just a magazine.
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Stamats Business Media
Cedar Rapids, IA

United States of America

This is why we invest in the BPA Brand Audit.

With unparalleled access to all the media channels 

our audience is engaged with – your buying  

decision just got easier. No other B2B Brand in  

the destination/meeting planning marketplaces 

provides this much detail on their online, 

print and digital audience.

If you want to reach professionals 

who are more actively engaged  - 

the MEETINGS FOCUS Brand of 

publications and newsletters will 

help you define the best places 

to spend your dollars wisely and 

target the audience you want.

We are more than just a magazine.
So you need more than just a BPA Circulation Statement.

Digital Editions

Online

E-Newsletters

Magazines
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3rd House Ad
Competition
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

First Place Winner
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America

 
Integrity. Transparency Credibility. 

Rumor Has It...
At Angie’s List Magazine, accountability 
and accuracy take top priority as we cover 
the consumer issues you care about. 

As part of that mission, Angie’s List Magazine 
is audited by BPA Worldwide, opening its 
records annually to independent verification 
and documentation of it’s consumer magazine 
circulation data.

We Report The Facts.

Information you can trust. 

Runner-up
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America

Runner-up
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Runner-up

M H M Publishing
Kitchener, ON

Canada
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America

At Angie’s List Magazine, accountability and accuracy take top priority as we 
cover the consumer issues you care about. 

As part of that mission, Angie’s List Magazine is audited by BPA Worldwide, 
opening its records annually to independent verification and documentation 
of its consumer magazine circulation data. 

Integrity. Transparency. Credibility.
Information you can trust. 

We report the facts

www.angieslist.com
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America

Integrity. Transparency. Credibility. 
Information you can trust.

We Report The

FACTS

At Angie’s List Magazine, accountability and accuracy take 
top priority as we cover the consumer issues you care about. 
As part of that mission, Angie’s List Magazine is audited by 
BPA Worldwide, opening its records annually to independent 
veri�  cation and documentation of its consumer magazine 
circulation data.
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America

RIGHT ON 

At Angie’s List Magazine, accountability and accuracy take top priority as we cover 
the consumer issues you care about. As part of that mission, Angie’s List Magazine 
is audited by BPA Worldwide, opening its records annually to independent verification 
and documentation of its consumer magazine circulation data.

Integrity. Transparency. Credibility. Information you can trust.

WE REPORT THE FACTS. 

TARGET
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Angie’s List
Indianapolis, IN

United States of America

www.angieslist.com

At Angie’s List Magazine, accountability and accuracy take top  
priority as we cover the consumer issues you care about. 

As part of that mission, Angie’s List Magazine is audited by BPA 
Worldwide, opening its records annually to independent verification 
and documentation of its consumer magazine circulation data. 

If I may 
interject...

We report the facts

Integrity. Transparency. Credibility.
Reviews you can trust.
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Biofuels International
Morden Surrey
United Kingdom
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Direct Marketing News
New York, NY

United States of America
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Direct Marketing News
New York, NY

United States of America
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PMQ Pizza Magazine
Oxford, MS

United States of America
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2nd House Ad
Competition
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First Place Winner

Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America
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Second Place Winner 
2010

The Authoritative Resource on Safe Water®

Journal

Conservation
Why reclaimed water should be used for fi re protection

How TWM strategies help 
utilities build sustainable supplies

February 2009  Volume 101  Number 2

Orange County's GWR system
raises the bar for reuse

Every issue of Journal AWWA is BPA audited.
Average circulation: 43,107* 

*BPA Worldwide Circulation Statement for the 6-Month Period Ended June 2010.

BPA makes  
every drop count.

  
American Water Works Association

Denver, CO
United States of America
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Third Place Winner

Stansted News Ltd.
London

United Kingdom
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Biofuels International magazine is the ONLY industry 
publication to be independently audited. 10 times a year the 
magazine is sent out to over 3,000 industry experts all over 

the globe – guaranteed.  

international
bi  fuels

September 2010 
Issue 7 • volume 4

Regional focus: biofuels in Canada

Taking matters 
into hand
The emergence of portable
and handheld equipment is
speeding up fuel quality
analysis

European biodiesel 
and ethanol – market 
statistics for 2009 
inside

Includes
storage

supplement

Sceptical about 
distribution fi gures?

www.biofuels-news.com

Biofuels International
Horseshoe Media Ltd.

United Kingdom
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GNAds4U.COM

The number 1 audited
classifieds website in the
United Arab Emirates

GNAds4U.COM is the UAE’s number 1 website* for classifieds, and
the overall number 3 website in the UAE, as audited by Nielsen, the
world’s market-leading data services people.

With 30,000 unique browsers in the UAE every day, we already knew that
GNAds4U.COM will be phenomenally popular. Now it’s out in the open.

* According to Nielsen’s online market intelligence solution

70051103_45.1

Al Nisr Publishing LLC
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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Al Nisr Publishing LLC
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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Al Nisr Publishing LLC
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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Arabian Magazines
Manama

Kingdom of Bahrain
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Grand View Media Group
Birmingham, AL

United States of America
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Informa Plc.
London

United Kingdom
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KHL Group USA LLC
Phoenix, AZ

United States of America
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Motivate Publishing
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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Motivate Publishing
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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Reportero Industrial Mexicano
Miami, FL

United States of America
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Reportero Industrial Mexicano
Miami, FL

United States of America
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Reportero Industrial Mexicano
Miami, FL

United States of America
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Reportero Industrial Mexicano
Miami, FL

United States of America
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Reportero Industrial Mexicano
Miami, FL

United States of America
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Reportero Industrial Mexicano
Miami, FL

United States of America
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Stamats Business Media
Cedar Rapids, IA

United States of America
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Stansted News Ltd.
London

United Kingdom
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Stansted News Ltd.
London

United Kingdom
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Inauagural
House Ad

Competition
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First Place Winner 2009

Motivate Publishing
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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Second Place Winner

BNP Media
Troy, Michigan

United States of America
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Third Place Winner

Motivate Publishing
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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American Water Works Association
Denver, CO

United States of America
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American Water Works Association
Denver, CO

United States of America
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American Water Works Association
Denver, CO

United States of America
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American Water Works Association
Denver, CO

United States of America
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American Water Works Association
Denver, CO

United States of America
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American Water Works Association
Denver, CO

United States of America
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Arabian Magazines
Manama

Kingdom of Bahrain
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Arabian Magazines
Manama

Kingdom of Bahrain
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Arabian Magazines
Manama

Kingdom of Bahrain
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Arabian Magazines
Manama

Kingdom of Bahrain
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Online 
Traffic reporTing 

Stop Exaggerated Traffic Reports: 
Prepared Foods is Paving a Clear Road for the Future

Finally, there is an initiative to provide online 
marketers like you accurate, transparent, 
non-manipulated web traffic metrics. 

We at Prepared Foods are proud to pave the 
way in the food and beverage industry to 
give you website analytics that ignore the 
plethora of non-human traffic. No one wants 
to pay for an ad just to have a robot view it!  

“By submitting to an independent, third party audit of site traffic, BNP Media is showing a commit-
ment to providing the online media buying community with standardized and reliable measurement of 
audience reach within the markets they serve.”  - Glenn Hansen, BPA Worldwide President and CEO 

Search engines generate an enormous amount of non-human traffic on ALL websites, which 
are referred to as spiders or robots.  They constantly “crawl” websites and can be counted as 
traffic. But we know a robot can’t click on your ads or buy your products and services. Nor 
should you have to pay for automated, useless traffic.

The Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB)  
recently announced its Audience Reach 
Measurement Guidelines. Their goal? 
To establish a set of measurement 
standards that give online marketers 
metrics that reflect REAL LIFE traffic…..

traffic with eyeballs. 

IAB measurement guidelines goals
1. Filtration procedures are required to exclude non-human traffic from 

measurement counts
2. Caching must be appropriately accounted for
3. Web providers internal traffic should be excluded from counts
4. Accountability should remain the purview of the measuring /selling 

organization

To learn more, go to www.iab.net

Numbers You Can Count On

Prepared Foods 
is proud to be 
a part of an 
initiative born 

out of IAB’s guidelines and executed by 
credibility powerhouses Nielsen Online and 
BPA Worldwide. By choosing to participate 
in their SiteCensus tracking program our 
website traffic data is independently collected, 
reported and audited. Can other publications’ 
websites say the same? 
 
Contact your sales representative  
to get information on how to  
view the BPA audited traffic data.

“ ”
BNP Media II, LLC

Bensenville, IL
United States of America
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Cargonews Asia
Hong Kong
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H3B Media Ltd
Vienna, VA

United States of America
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Informa Plc.
London

United Kingdom
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Informa Plc.
London

United Kingdom
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Informa Plc.
London

United Kingdom
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Motivate Publishing
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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Motivate Publishing
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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Motivate Publishing
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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Audited
Circulation

gcc representative

DUBai  |  DUBai MeDia citY  |  aBU DHaBi  |  LOnDOn
pO Box 2331, Dubai, Uae. tel: +971 4 282 4060. Fax: +971 4 282 0428. email: sales@motivate.ae 

www.motivatepublishing.com

...with 92.2% qualified
 paid for circulation

48,307 copies

27,097
cOpies

Jan - Jun 2005

28,601
cOpies

Jul - Dec 2005

32,442
cOpies

Jan - Jun 2006

35,423
cOpies

Jul - Dec 2006

48,307
cOpies

Jan - Jun 2007

The biggest selling magazine in the 
UAE is also the fastest growing–
ADVERTISE WITH CONFIDENCE

Motivate Publishing
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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Motivate Publishing
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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100+ DESTINATIONS

2 million PASSENGERS*

74,000 COPIES

NEW DESIGN - July 2009 

The inflight magazine of Emirates

Contact Motivate Publishing on +971 4 282 4060 or email sales@motivate.ae
* 22.7 million passengers carried based on 2008/09 passenger load figures.

Keep advertising.

68,542 copies 
December
2008.

Motivate Publishing
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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The Produce News
Oradell, NJ

United States of America
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THIS PUBLICATION HAS BEEN AUDITED AND IS A ACCREDITED MEMBER

A media owner can have everything to gain, or lose 
by the contents of their circulation figures

MAKE SURE THAT YOUR AD SPEND IS SAFE 
MAKE SURE YOUR MEDIA IS AUDITED

Audited media means the publisher’s circulation is verified by an independent  
third-party organization, using objective audit procedures. Audits can only be objective if 

the auditor has nothing to gain, or lose, by the results of the circulation audit

ENSURING YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR

Red House Marketing
Manama

Kingdom of Bahrain
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THIS PUBLICATION HAS BEEN AUDITED AND IS A ACCREDITED MEMBER

A media owner can have everything to gain, or lose 
by the contents of their circulation figures

MAKE SURE THAT YOUR AD SPEND IS SAFE 
MAKE SURE YOUR MEDIA IS AUDITED

Audited media means the publisher’s circulation is verified by an independent  
third-party organization, using objective audit procedures. Audits can only be objective if 

the auditor has nothing to gain, or lose, by the results of the circulation audit

ENSURING YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR

Red House Marketing
Manama

Kingdom of Bahrain
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SmartWorkMedia
New York, NY

United States of America
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SmartWorkMedia
New York, NY

United States of America
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SmartWorkMedia
New York, NY

United States of America
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Worldwide Sporting PublicationsLondon
Dubai

United Arab Emirates
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BPA Worldwide
Ads
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Now we’re packaging the 
world’s leading print and events 
media audits with website audits 

at no additional cost.

Join hundreds of media leaders 
at bpaww.com/interactive

About BPA Worldwide 
A not-for-profit organization since 1931, BPA Worldwide is governed by 

a tripartite board comprised of media owners, advertising agencies and 

advertisers. 

Headquartered in Shelton, Connecticut, USA, BPA has the largest membership of 

any media-auditing organization in the world, spanning more than 25 countries. 

Worldwide, BPA serves more than 2,500 media properties – including over 1,500 

B-to-B publications, more than 350 consumer magazines, 150 newspapers, 480+ 

web sites, 50 events, email newsletters, databases, wireless and other advertiser-

supported media – as well as 2,600 advertiser and agency members. 

Visit bpaww.com for the latest audit reports, membership information and 

publishing and advertising industry news.

For more information, contact Peter Black at pblack@bpaww.com or 
+1 (203) 447 2800

HeAdqUArterS: 
two Corporate drive,  
Ninth Floor, Shelton,  
Ct USA   
tel: +1.203.447.2800 

regional offices in:  
Beijing, dubai, London, 
Montreal & toronto.
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B R A N D  R E A C H   |   B U S I N E S S    |    C O N S U M E R    |    D A T A B A S E    |    E M A I L    |    E V E N T S    |    I N T E R A C T I V E    |    N E W S P A P E R

At a BPA-Audited, UFI Approved
Event, every card’s a winner.

COMPLY WITH UFI 'S JULY 2010 AUDIT 
REQUIREMENT WITH A BPA EVENT AUDIT

UFI Approved events are the benchmark of quality for trade show organizers.
Since all UFI Approved shows require updated audit certificates starting July
2010, a BPA Worldwide audit provides detailed, timely and accurate audience
and exhibition data analysis to meet that requirement. With offices around the
globe, BPA Worldwide's status as the international provider of exhibition
audits is underlined by our UFI Associate Membership and Certified Auditor
status for UFI Approved Events. 

Contact us:

In Asia - Doreen Chan dchan@bpaww.com
In Europe & Africa - Francis Stones fstones@bpaww.com
In the Middle East - Aspen Aman aaman@bpaww.com
In the Americas - John Mikstay jmikstay@bpaww.com

Visit us at www.bpaww.com/events

BPA Worldwide. Leading the World in
Auditing Media.
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Safer With BPA
Ads
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